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Purpose

By this information letter, we wish to communicate to you about status and progress related to the database, collaboration with groups related to Scandiatransplant and on-going working projects.

We hope that you will read it and share the information with whom it might concern.

Do not hesitate to contact us for further information, ideas, problems and help.

Scandiatransplant
Aarhus Universitetshospital, Skejby
8200 Aarhus N
Denmark
www.scandiatransplant.org
Revision NPRTSG registry initial form

At the last NPRTSG meeting it was decided to make more variables in the registry obligatory.

To sum up the revision of the initial ‘Pediatric Renal Transplantation Information’ form has resulted in the following adjustments:
- 14 N/A options have been added
- Change of ‘mGFR before tx’ to ‘Latest GFR before tx’
- Possibility to state if GFR is measured or estimated
- ‘IV steroids’ has been added to the induction list

Examples of some of the changes:

An updated version of the revised registration form is found on the homepage:

Living kidney donor follow up center

Some times living kidney donor follow up is done by another center than the original procurement/transplant center within Scandiatransplant.

With the update today it is now possible to give look-up and update privileges to another center.

This is done in ‘Living kidney donor basic’ through the ‘Follow up’ tab in the new field ‘Additional follow up center’. 
Deceased donor variables – part 6

‘Date of donation’ and ‘Date of no donation’
This has previously been one field, but now it has been separated in two.

‘Date of no donation’ appears on the ‘Basic’ tab when ‘Donation realized’ is set to No.

`Date of donation’ has been renamed ‘Donor operation started’ and placed in the organ procurement tab. It appears when ‘Donation realized’ is set to Yes and is obligatory to enter.

Allocation overview
The allocation overview has been modified with more information and color coding
- red indicates that information is missing
- green indicates that you need to be aware of possible exchange obligation
- black indicates that there is no obligatory exchange

Reorganization of timetable
The timetable in the Coordination tab has been reorganized so that it only contains planned/estimated dates&times and no actual dates&times.
Coordination notes
In the coordination tab when inserting a comment time and ID stamp is automatically inserted.
If there is a delay in the registration and you wish to enter when the ‘action’ was actually done, this option is now available:

'Albumin-to-creatinine ratio (ACR)
Some centers have found it valuable to be able analyze and enter the ACR results more than once in the donation process.
This has resulted in moving ACR from the main ‘Lab test’ tab to be part of all other lab. test entries.

Display of more lab. test results
In the lab. test overview a scroll bar has been added, so that more tests can be displayed in the overview.

ABO blood group
ABO is now only obligatory when ‘Donation realized’ is set to Yes, until then you can save data without the information.

Contact persons
In the coordination tab the registration of contact roles have been modified, so that you can either add the role as free text or select from the list of values:
**Short cut to rotation list**

A new built in reminder/short cut to the relevant rotation list has now been added under organ procurement for the corresponding organs.

The information appears below the ‘Exported organ’ box, when you enter/register data on a procured organ.

Green indicates rotation and includes a link to the rotation list (click on the green wording).

Black indicates that no rotation needs to be done.

**Pancreas registry lab. results**

Some results of lab. tests are given as less than or greater than values. In the pancreas registry in the pre tx and follow up part an option to register this have now been added for GFR and C-peptide.

**Removal of recipient ‘Transplantation history’**

During the last updates we have tried to improve information displayed in the waiting list section, the plan is that this should replace the ‘Transplantation history’ line, which is difficult to maintain.

This is a prewarning as we plan to remove it in next update, if you have any comments/concerns about this then please contact the office.